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Two Challenges in Recommender System

- Content-centric social websites (e.g., forums, wikis, and blogs) have flourished with the exponential growth of UGC. But people feel difficult to navigate these sites and locate desired information.

- Researchers developing recommender systems to solve this problem
  - E.g. Blog/News/Webpage recommender

- However, current recommenders must address two challenges:
  - difficult to make effective recommendations for new users (the cold start problem) due to a lack of user information
  - difficult to explain recommendation rationales to end users to make the recommendation more trustworthy
Pharos - Social map-based recommender system

- Social map: a dynamically generated *marauder’s map* of a content-centric social website, it summarizes users’ content-related social behavior (e.g., reading, writing, and commenting) over time as a set of “*latent communities*”

- A *latent community* characterizes the *implicit* connections among a set of users and the content they generated.

- Then based on Social Map, we recommend
  - “hot” communities
  - “hot” content/people in each community

- Pharos on line (Internal access only):
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- Community Extraction
  - 3 Approaches
    - User-content by co-clustering (extremely sparse data, co-clustering not work well)
    - Group people firstly, then find associated content (most behaviors from anonymous user, while difficult in distinguish user)
    - Group content firstly, then find associated people (user more likely to be interested in content)
      - LDA for summarizing content into topics, then topics form content clusters.

- Community Ranking
  - Authority-based community ranking

- Community Labeling
  - LDA-extracted keywords for content summary
  - Authority-based TF/IDF for people summary
Authority-based People/Content Recommendation

1. Authority Modeling

Influential people: Active author with high quality entries

Influential entry: written by influential authors, high visited / commented

- Authority Modeling

2. Recommendation

- Recommend authority people
- Recommend authority items

\[
PR(p_i) = \frac{1 - d}{N} + d \sum_{p_j \in M(p_i)} \frac{PR(p_j)}{L(p_j)}
\]
Visual Explainer

- A bubble chart layout (used by ManyEyes2) to pack top-N communities tightly on the social map
  - bubble’s size is determined by community’s ‘hotness’

- Inside each community, Wordle3 layout used to pack labels tightly
Summary

- Address the cold start problem in part by using a social map to summarize a social website, which in turn helps new users.

- Use the social map to help explain recommendation results by means of content, people, and their relationships, helping improve recommendation trustworthiness.
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